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Abstract

The dynamics of hydrogen-induced vacancies are the key for understand-

ing various phenomena in metal–hydrogen systems under a high hydrogen

chemical potential. In this study, a novel dry-electrolysis experiment was

performed in which a hydrogen isotope was injected into a Pd cathode and

time-resolved in situ monochromatic X-ray diffraction measurement was car-

ried out at the Pd cathode. It was found that palladium-hydride containing

vacancies forms multiple phases depending on the hydrogen chemical po-

tential. Phase separation into vacancy-rich, vacancy-poor, and moderate-

vacancy-concentration phases was observed when the input voltage was rela-

tively low, i.e., ∼ 0.5 V. The moderate-vacancy-concentration phase may be

attributed to Ca7Ge or another type of super-lattice Pd7VacH(D)8. Tran-

sition from the vacancy-rich to the moderate-vacancy-concentration phase

explains the sub-micron void formations without high temperature treat-
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ment that were observed at the Pd cathode but have never been reported in

previous anvil experiments.

Keywords: metal hydrides, solid-electrolyte, electrical transport,

hydrogen-induced-vacancies, X-ray diffraction, electrolysis

1. Introduction

The use of hydrogen in industrial applications is increasing because of

growing demand for clean energy. Knowledge about the interactions between

hydrogen and metals is of fundamental importance to facilitate this use.

One prominent recent discovery concerning this metal–hydrogen inter-5

action is the formation of super-abundant-vacancies. Fukai et al. loaded

hydrogen into metals at high pressures between 3 and 5 GPa and high tem-

peratures between 600 and 900◦C using an anvil technique. The lattice con-

tractions of the metal-hydrides observed by Fukai et al. were attributed to

the formation of hydrogen-induced super-abundant-vacancies[1–3]. Super-10

abundant-vacancies play a crucial role in metal–hydrogen systems. It has

been reported that a major cause of hydrogen embrittlement is crack growth

by agglomerations of vacancies[4–6]. Other research found that these vacancy

formations significantly affect electrodeposited metals[7–9] via extremely en-

hanced diffusion[10–12]. This phenomenon may even be applicable for in-15

dustrial use.

It was pointed out that the trapping of hydrogen atoms in a vacancy as-

sists vacancy formation[13–16]. The trapping of hydrogen atoms by a metal

atom vacancy lowers the vacancy formation energy, which is replaced with

the formation energy of a vacancy–hydrogen cluster. For theoretical veri-20
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fication, Fukai, Harada and Sugimoto conducted a Monte Carlo simulation

of vacancy formation in metal-hydrides[17, 18], which demonstrated that the

vacancy–hydrogen binding energy significantly affects the vacancy concentra-

tion. In the simulation, phase separation into vacancy-rich and vacancy-poor

phases, which is due to a long-range elastic interaction between vacancies,25

was observed.

Several theoretical studies have been made into the phase diagrams of

metal-hydrides containing vacancies. Zhang and Ali Alavi evaluated the va-

cancy formation energy in metals using a density-functional theory[19], and

showed that a Pd3VacH4 structure is stable with lattice parameters close to30

the bulk Pd. Yu et al. studied the stability of vacancies in metal-hydrides

using a thermodynamic theory[20], and found that a vacancy-ordered L12

structure phase and a vacancy-poor A1 structure phase co-exist in a specific

range of temperatures and hydrogen concentrations. Nazarov et al. suc-

cessfully demonstrated the phase changes of metals into metal-hydrides or35

vacancy-ordered hydride phases in high hydrogen chemical potentials in an

ab initio calculation[21], and pointed out that a high hydrogen chemical po-

tential lowers the formation energy of a vacancy–hydrogen cluster. This is

a key to understanding vacancy formation under high hydrogen chemical

potentials.40

The generation of high hydrogen chemical potentials is one key for exper-

imental studies. Water electrolysis has been used for many such studies[22–

24] as well as a plasma-injection technique[25, 26]. We developed a novel

dry-electrolysis method using a solid-state electrolyte to load a hydrogen iso-

tope into metal cathodes[27]. The advantage of this method is that the input45
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voltage directly reflects the hydrogen chemical potential due to the capacitor-

like configuration and the solid-state sealing on the cathode. Experiments

using this method have observed remarkable formations of super-abundant-

vacancies and phase separation into vacancy-rich and vacancy-poor phases.

Some differences have occurred between the results of the anvil exper-50

iments mentioned above and the dry-electrolysis experiments. According

to the thermodynamic theory and anvil experiments, Fukai et al.[16] found

that the maximum vacancy concentration limit in Pd : xvmax =Vac/Pd is

0.163. In contrast, the results of dry-electrolysis experiments attained a

vacancy concentration of xvmax = 0.33. Moreover, these experiments also55

revealed the existence of numerous sub-micron scale voids in the recovered

samples, which were attributed to the agglomeration of vacancies. Although

sub-micron scale voids were also found in Ni[28] and Pd[29, 30] in the anvil

experiments, high temperature treatments were required to form these voids.

The differences between the anvil and dry-electrolysis experiments seem to60

be attributable to the difference in the chemical potential of hydrogen. How-

ever, a consistent understanding about the different results obtained by the

anvil and dry-electrolysis experiments has not been established.

The aim of the work described in this paper is to explore the region be-

tween the high hydrogen chemical potential formed by the anvil experiments65

and the extremely high chemical potential formed by dry-electrolysis. In

this study, dry-electrolysis was performed with a comparatively low input

voltage. A remarkable multiple phase separation attributable to different

vacancy concentration phases was observed. The crystal structures and va-

cancy formation energies of these phases will also be discussed below.70
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2. Experimental method

An electrolysis reactor consisting of a Cr intermediate layer, a Pd cath-

ode layer, a solid-state electrolyte layer, an outermost Pd anode layer, and

Au contact electrodes was deposited on a SiO2 substrate by sputtering. A

perovskite-type compound BaZr1−xYxO3 with x ' 0.2 was used for the solid-75

state electrolyte. Figure 1 shows the stack structure of the solid state elec-

trolysis reactor. The sputtering conditions of the solid state electrolyte de-

positions are on Table 1. In previous experiments, Rh was mixed into the

Pd cathode to make the crystal grains finer and to obtain smooth diffrac-

tion lines. In this experiment, Rh was not used and the crystal grains were80

coarser. This resulted in granular diffraction lines consisting of clusters of

many spots. It is unknown how coarser crystal grains affect vacancy forma-

tion.

The reactor was placed in a chamber equipped with electrodes, a heater

to control the reactor temperature, and X-ray windows. The chamber was85

filled with 0.013 MPa of hydrogen isotope gas mixed with the same molar

amount of nitrogen. Deuterium was chosen for the hydrogen isotope because

it shows faster vacancy formation than hydrogen, which was favourable for

the purpose of this experiment.

The mechanism of hydrogen isotope loading is the electric transfer of90

protons/deuterons into the metal cathode via solid-state electrolytes. Deu-

terium was supplied from a gas phase atmosphere in the chamber via the

Pd anode. The input voltage V applied between the anode and the cathode

controls the chemical potential of deuterium on the cathode µD2.

µD2 − µchamD2 = 2eV (1)
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where, µchamD2 is the chemical potential of deuterium in the chamber atmo-95

sphere.

In situ monochromatic X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out

in beam line BL5S2 at the Aichi Synchrotron Radiation Center of the Aichi

Science & Technology Foundation. The X-ray wavelength was set to 0.07

nm, which corresponds to an X-ray energy of 17.713 keV. The incident angle100

of the X-ray to the reactor was fixed to 10 degrees. The diffracted X-rays

were detected by a Rigaku Pilatus 100K pixel detector and Fujifilm BAS-MS

2040 imaging plate.

More details about the experimental method can be found in our previous

paper[27].105

3. Results and discussion

3.1. In situ X-ray diffraction measurements

Figure 2 shows the input voltage, the current and the temperature as a

function of time. Figure 3 shows the diffraction patterns obtained by the pixel

detector. Diffraction images taken by the imaging plate are shown in Figure110

4. The observed diffraction lines—denoted as 111, 200, and 220—are from

the Pd cathode. A high initial input voltage of 6 V was applied for a period

of 22 minutes after the temperature reached 200◦C. This process is called the

“reduction process” to reinforce the adhesion between the electrolyte and the

Pd cathode.115

After the reduction process, the input voltage was lowered to 2 V. The

diffraction lines from the Pd cathode rapidly shifted to lower angles with

time. This is the result of a large increase in the lattice parameter, which
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indicates the amount of loaded deuterium. These diffraction lines from the

Pd cathode are labelled as A or A111 (phase A) in the figure. The phase120

separations after 63 to 67 minutes are ordinal spinodal decompositions into

deuterium-rich and deuterium-poor phases.

After 70 minutes, a phase with a small lattice parameter close to the bulk

Pd appeared. This phase is called phase B, which seems to be same phase

observed in the previous experiments[27]. According to the discussion in that125

experiment, and the large lattice contraction rate, phase B can be judged to

be a vacancy-rich phase.

After 95 minutes, the input voltage was further lowered to 0.5 V to observe

the reaction under a low input voltage. Subsequently, the diffraction images

showed quite complex patterns. A new phase with a slightly smaller lattice130

parameter than phase A appeared—called phase C. In the time range from

102 to 123 minutes, phase A, phase B, and phase C co-existed and the

diffraction patterns are nearly unchanged for that period. Figure 5 shows

an angle distribution of the diffraction obtained from the imaging plate after

110 minutes. The diffraction lines C111 and C200 can be recognized as small135

sub-peaks near phase A.

After 145 minutes, the input voltage was increased to more than 2 V. As

a result, phase A disappeared and the diffraction lines of phase C seemed to

shift to higher angles. After 175 minutes, only phase B can be seen. After

∼ 140 minutes, the current dropped, possibly indicating that the chemical140

potential of deuterium rose up to the level of the input voltage. It should

be noted that diffraction lines from the electrolyte appeared after 152 min-

utes, possibly due to re-crystallization of the initially amorphous electrolyte
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through an annealing effect during the electrolysis.

3.2. Lattice parameters145

The lattice parameters were evaluated by X-ray diffraction. The lat-

tice parameters were compared with a model. Linear dependences between

lattice parameter a and vacancy-concentration xv =Vac/Pd and hydrogen

concentration xh =H(D)/Pd are assumed.

a = ao(1 + αhxh − αvxv) (2)

where, ao is the lattice parameter of defect-free pure Pd, αh is the lattice150

expansion coefficient due to hydrogen absorption, and αv is the lattice con-

traction coefficient due to vacancy formation. This model ignores the heat

expansion since it is relatively small. According to known hydrogen par-

tial pressures for various temperatures[36], the spinodal decomposition in

the beginning of the experiment can be assumed to be PdD0.2 and PdD0.5,155

which correspond to either end of the flat region in in the hydrogen content–

hydrogen partial pressure relationship. The lattice constant of Pd3VacH4 is

expected to be close to that of pure Pd[19]. From this information, the pa-

rameters can be assumed to be as follows: αh = 0.07 and αv = 0.27. Phases

B and C show good agreement with Pd3VacD4 and Pd7VacD8 respectively.160

Figure 6 compares the estimated lattice parameters and the measured val-

ues. It is notable that phase A contains quite a large amount of vacancies,

which may be due to the slow deuterium injection. It is known that hydrogen

atoms enter a metal lattice along with vacancies when the hydrogen chemical

potential is high[14].165
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3.3. Electron microscopy observation of Pd cathodes

After the experiment, the reactor was observed using a scanning transmis-

sion electron microscope (STEM). The sample was prepared by FIB. Figure

7 shows the STEM images. In the STEM images, numerous sub-micron scale

voids can be seen. Similar sub-micron voids were observed in our previous170

experiments as reported earlier[27]. Dendrite-like Pd precipitates were also

observed but the amount of precipitate is less than previously observed. Al-

though some discussions have been made concerning the formation of these

precipitates[27], the cause is still unknown. Enhanced atomic migration of Pd

from the cathode associated with the vacancy formation is the most possible175

cause of the precipitate.

As described above, slight diffraction lines from the electrolyte were ob-

served. This is different from the results of previous experiments. The re-

producibility of electrolyte fabrication is poor and the reactor electrolyte

quality—i.e., the crystallinity and the density—in this experiment seemed to180

be higher than in the previous experiments. This relatively high electrolyte

quality may result in lower leak current and less formation of dendrite-like

Pd precipitates.

3.4. Modelling

3.4.1. Vacancy–hydrogen binding energy and crystal structure185

It is known that the position of trapped hydrogen atoms shifts toward a

vacancy from their original interstitial site[31]. Following discussions consid-

ers a case in which a vacancy exists in a PdH lattice and another vacancy

is introduced in the vicinity of the first vacancy. If the new vacancy is posi-

tioned at [110], [101], or [011]—an opposite corner on the diagonal line of the190
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cube face (fourth-neighbour O-site), it may have little effect on the binding

energy between the vacancy and the hydrogen atoms. In contrast, if the

new vacancy is positioned at [100], [010], or [001]—an adjoining corner of

the cubic structure (second-neighbour O-site), a hydrogen atom will be po-

sitioned between the two vacancies. The position of the hydrogen atom will195

move back to the centre between the vacancies—i.e., the distance between

the hydrogen atom and vacancies increases. As the result, the binding energy

decreases.

From this discussion, it can be interpreted that weak short-range repul-

sive interaction exists between vacancies at second-neighbour O-sites. It200

should be noted that a fairly high formation energy for a pair of vacancies at

nearest-neighbour O-sites (the adjoining face centres from the cube corner)

has been reported[32]. This means that there is a strong repulsive interaction

between vacancies at nearest-neighbour O-sites which inhibits the formation

of vacancies at these sites. Consequently, the composition of the maximum205

vacancy concentration without reduction of the binding energies was found

to be Pd7VacH6∼8. This phase is called the moderate-vacancy-concentration

phase, which may have appeared as phase C in the experiment results de-

scribed above.

As shown in Figure 8, the crystal structure is a Ca7Ge type super-lattice.210

A similar lattice structure has also been reported in an Mg6VHx hydrogen

storage alloy[33]. Super-lattice reflections that break the fcc extinction rule

were reported in several experiments[2, 34]. Super-lattice reflections were

not observed in our dry-electrolysis experiments, possibly because the long

distance orders were not sufficiently established at the considerably lower215
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temperature range and shorter duration.

Since vacancy formation at third-neighbour O-sites—the face centre at

the opposite side from a cube corner—is also possible, there is another pos-

sible crystal structure for Pd7VacH6∼8. Figure 9 shows the crystal structure.

The actual structure is unknown—it strongly depends on vacancy–vacancy220

interaction. Ab initio calculations may be a good means to examine realistic

structures.

Metal-hydrides are good examples of super-lattice structures. It is known

that metal-hydrides have quite complex phase-diagrams in the low temper-

ature region[35, 36]. Those phases are attributed to super-lattice struc-225

tures due to short-range hydrogen–hydrogen interactions[37]. Hence, there

is a possibility that vacancy-ordered super structures also exhibit complex

phase diagrams due to the short-range vacancy–vacancy interactions in lower

temperature regions similar to that in hydrogen-ordered super structures in

metal-hydrides.230

3.4.2. Vacancy concentration

The limit concentration of xvmax = 0.163 determined by Fukai et al.[16]

is close to the vacancy concentration of Pd7VacH6∼8 (xv = 1/7 ' 0.143). Ac-

cording to the Monte Carlo simulation study[17], the vacancy concentration

is very sensitive to the vacancy–hydrogen binding energy. A small change in235

the binding energy—less than 0.1 eV—induces a huge change in the vacancy

concentration. As shown above, introduction of an additional vacancy into

the Pd7VacH(D)x lattice may cause a reduction in binding energy. Hence,

increases in vacancy concentration beyond Pd7VacH(D)x are virtually inhib-

ited. This is a reasonable explanation for the limit concentration determined240
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by Fukai et al.. However, dry-electrolysis experiments may break this limit

due to the extremely high hydrogen/deuterium chemical potential, forming

vacancy-rich phases Pd3VacH(D)4.

From Equation (1) and known chemical potentials for hydrogen in various

conditions[36], equivalent hydrogen pressures at the cathode are obtained as245

shown in Table 2. To obtain the values in Table 2, the following formula was

used to obtain a smooth extrapolation between the given discrete values of

the pressures and the chemical potentials.

√
p−√p0 = C1(µH − µ0

H) + C2(T − T0) (3)

where, p is the pressure, µH is the hydrogen chemical potential, T is the

temperature and C1 and C2 are constants. Although the values for deuterium250

are unknown, these should be close to the values for hydrogen. The equivalent

hydrogen pressure for 1.0 V of input voltage is 15.9 GPa. This is far above

the condition in the anvil experiments. At such a high hydrogen/deuterium

chemical potential, only the vacancy-rich phase may be stable. In contrast,

the equivalent hydrogen pressure under 0.5 V of input voltage is 3.22 GPa.255

This condition is close to the one in the anvil experiments.

Nazarov et al. pointed out that the Gibbs formation energy of a hydrogen–

vacancy cluster containing nH hydrogen atoms under a high hydrogen chem-

ical potential Gδ
f is the sum of the formation energy of a hydrogen–vacancy

cluster Gδ,0
f and an energy to take nH hydrogen atoms out from their chemical260

reservoir µH [21].

Gδ
f = Gδ,0

f − nH(µH − µ0
H) (4)

where µ0
H is a reference chemical potential. When the formation energy of a

hydrogen–vacancy cluster becomes zero, any number of vacancies can form.
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As a result, multiple phases may co-exist. The vacancy–hydrogen cluster

formation energy under a low hydrogen chemical potential is known to be265

0.72 eV[16]. The present experiment result—multiple phases co-existing with

an input voltage of around 0.5 V—is fairly consistent with these theoretical

considerations.

3.4.3. Formation of voids

Sub-micron scale voids were found at the Pd cathodes of recovered re-270

actors, possibly caused by agglomerations of vacancies[28]. If the vacancy–

hydrogen clusters decompose, vacancies are no longer stable because of the

loss of hydrogen. Agglomerations of vacancies may occur as a result[38].

In anvil experiments[28–30], high temperature treatment up to 800◦C was

needed to form these voids. Because of the strong trapping of hydrogen, the275

vacancy–hydrogen clusters remain stable even at elevated temperatures[39].

Hence, the moderate-vacancy-concentration phase Pd7VacH(D)x may be still

quasi-stable at moderate temperatures. However, the vacancy-rich phase

Pd3VacH(D)x—which forms only with dry-electrolysis—may be stable only

under a high chemical potential of hydrogen isotope. Transition from the280

vacancy-rich to moderate-vacancy-concentration phase may occur when the

samples are returned to ambient conditions. The excess vacancies agglomer-

ate and form voids.

4. Conclusions

Deuterium was loaded into Pd using the dry-electrolysis technique. Mul-285

tiple phases were observed when the input voltage was lowered to 0.5 V,
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which were attributed to vacancy-poor, vacancy-rich, and moderate-vacancy-

concentration phases. When the input voltage is high, only a vacancy-rich

phase forms. After considering the short-range vacancy–vacancy interac-

tion due to multiple binding between hydrogen atoms and vacancies, a hy-290

pothesis was deduced in which the moderate-vacancy-concentration phase

Pd7VacH(D)8 forms in a certain hydrogen chemical potential range. When

the hydrogen chemical potential is very high—only attainable using the dry-

electrolysis technique—the vacancy-rich phase Pd3VacH(D)4 forms. This

model provides a consistent explanation for the results of anvil experiments295

and dry-electrolysis experiments. Transition from the vacancy-rich to the

moderate-vacancy-concentration phase explains the void formation without

high temperature treatment. This hypothesis—in which metal-hydrides con-

taining vacancies change phase depending on the hydrogen chemical potential

due to the short-range vacancy interactions—suggests the existence of more300

complex phase diagrams for metal-hydrides containing vacancies in lower

temperature regions. The developed dry-electrolysis method is an effective

tool for examining this field.

Issues for the future include further studies under different temperature

and voltage conditions and different host metals—Ni, Cr, Co, Fe and Nb—as305

well as a theoretical examination of the thermo-dynamics of metal-hydrogen

containing vacancies.
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Table 1: Sputtering conditions of the solid state electrolyte depositions.

Maker Kyodo International Inc.

Target(s) BaZr0.8Y0.2O3 bulk ceramic

(Toshima Manufacturing Co.,Ltd)

Machine SRV4320

(Shinko Seiki Co.,Ltd)

Gas Ar 48 sccm

Ar + O2 10% 2 sccm

Pressure 0.67 Pa

RF power 200 W

Substrate temperature 300◦C

Deposition rate 1.75 nm/min

Table 2: Equivalent hydrogen pressures at the cathode by input voltage at 300◦C. The

hydrogen partial pressure in the chamber is assumed to be 0.013 MPa.

Input voltage Hydrogen pressure (GPa)

0.5 V 3.22

1.0 V 15.9

2.0 V 56.3
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Pd Cathode(200nm, 24.14mm2)     

Solid Electrolyte(1.1μm)    

Pd Anode（10nm）  

Au electrode（50nm）   

Stack on SiO2 substrate 

Cr Intermediate Layer（50nm）  

SiO2 substrate 

Figure 1: Stack structure of the electrolysis reactor. BaZr1−xYxO3 was employed for

the solid state electrolyte. All layers were deposited on a SiO2 substrate by sputtering

using SUS metal masks. The solid state electrolyte layer was deposited at a substrate

temperature of 300◦C. Other layers were deposited at room temperature. Each anode and

cathode has two electrodes for redundancy.
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Figure 2: Testing temperature, input voltage, and input current as a function of time in

the experiment. The initial 6 V input is the reduction process to reinforce adhesion of

the electrolyte to the Pd cathode. Numbers with arrows denote the IDs of the timings of

XRD measurements using a Pilatus pixel detector or imaging plate (numbers with “IP”).

The numbers are referred to in Figures 3 and 4. The interruption between 50 and 57

minutes was caused by a mechanical fault of the synchrotron. Exposure No. 16 of the

pixel detector at 147 minutes was unsuccessful.
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Figure 3: Diffraction images of the Pd cathode obtained by the Pilatus pixel detector. A

shift in the diffraction line due to lattice expansion can be seen in Nos. 4 to 6 followed

by phase separation into A1 and A2 at No. 7 and No. 8. Phase B appears from No. 9.

Phase C appears from No. 13. Lines from the electrolyte (indicated as “BZY111”) appear

from No. 17. Phases A, B, and C are the vacancy-poor phase, vacancy-rich phase, and

moderate-vacancy-concentration phase, respectively. The images were individually pro-

cessed for optimized contrast, brightness, and noise-reduction. The numbers correspond

to the IDs in Figure 2.
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Figure 4: Diffraction images of the Pd cathode in the experiment obtained using the

imaging plate. The IP2 and IP3, and IP4 to IP8 images were taken with multiple exposures

on a single imaging plate.
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Figure 5: Diffraction spectrum of the Pd cathode in the experiment obtained at the third

exposure of the imaging plate (IP3—110 minutes). The indicated reflection indexes are all

for Pd. Phase C (moderate-vacancy-concentration phase) can be recognized as small sub-

peaks near phase A (vacancy-poor phase). The insets show magnified diffraction spectra

for 111 and 200.
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Figure 6: Lattice parameter changes in the experiment and comparisons with various

types of Pd-hydrides containing vacancies. The filled plots were obtained by the Pilatus

pixel detector. The open plots were obtained by the imaging plate. Error bars are shown

for cases in which more than five diffraction lines were clearly identified. The red line

indicates the calculated thermal expansion for pure Pd. 12µ/K of thermal expansion rate

is assumed.
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Pd cathode  

Cr int. Layer 

Solid electrolyte  

Pd anode  

SiO2 subs. 
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Figure 7: STEM images of the Pd cathode after the experiment.
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Pd atom 

Vacancy   

H atom   

empty or H atom 

Figure 8: Possible super-lattice structure of Pd7VacH6∼8. Left: super-cell structure, only

vacancies are shown. Right: single-cell image, magnified from the part of the left diagram

shown with bold lines. The hydrogen isotope atom at the body-centre does not bind to

any vacancy. Therefore, the suffix-number of hydrogen varies within a range from six to

eight.
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001 

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Another possible super-lattice structure of Pd7VacH6∼8. (a): super-cell struc-

ture. Only vacancies are shown. (b): lattice pattern along the (001) plane. Fill patterns

show z-wise positions corresponding to the left diagram. All relative positioning between

nearest vacancies are third-neighbour O-sites.
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